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1 WP and Task introduction
WP 11 is dedicated to external dissemination and communication, as well as exploitation of the
project results.
Task 11.1 “GrowBot dissemination activities”, led by IIT (month 1-48), is dedicated to the activities
for the dissemination of project results toward the scientific community and industrial
representatives. Activities follow the guidelines defined in the Communication, Dissemination and
Exploitation Plan (CoDE) released at month 3 (D11.2). Among the expected results, GrowBot CoDE
plan expects to organize at least one-day workshop to present results and technologies every year in
International Conferences.
The aim of the present document is to provide a report of the workshop initiatives carried on in the
first year of the project. This document will be updated at months 24, 36, and 48.

2 Scientific workshop
IIT organized a scientific international workshop in the first year of the project within the Robotics
Science and System (RSS) 2019 Conference (http://rss2019.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/).
The one-day workshop was organized by Barbara Mazzolai (GrowBot project coordinator and
Director of Center for Micro-BioRobotics of Italian Istitute of Technology) and Ian Walker (Professor
of the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at Clemson University) on June 22, 2019 at
the Faculty of Engineering, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany.
The workshop topic was “Generation GrowBots: materials, mechanisms and systems design for
adaptable and growing robots inspired by plants”.
Online workshop details can be found at the following links:
-

RSS website: http://rss2019.informatik.uni-freiburg.de/program/workshops/ws15/
GrowBot website: https://www.growbot.eu/project/events/2-uncategorised/34-event-rss2019-workshop
IIT website: https://bsr.iit.it/events/rss-workshop-2019-generation-growbots

The agenda of the event is reported in the annex section of the present document.

2.1 Aim
The event was intended for robotics researchers and scientists operating in the field of bioinspired
and soft robotics, particularly young students and researchers who were encouraged to enter this
emerging and challenging field of robotics.
The novelty of the area and the multidisciplinary approach stimulated creativity and interactions
among participants, with a strong impact on different topics in engineering, ICT solutions, as well as
basic science.

2.2 Abstract
“Generation GrowBots” took attendees across the science and technologies of the new field of plantinspired robotics, and explored the new paradigm of movement in robotics inspired by the movingby-growing ability of plants.
Plants show unique capabilities of endurance and movement by growth.
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Across sea and land, through air and underground, some species of plants are the oldest and largest
organisms that have ever existed. They can resist unpredictable external forces – such as wind,
waves, or falling debris - and can adapt and move their structure by growing across a variety of
unstructured environments.
Together with plant biologists and materials scientists, engineers are deeply investigating the
biomechanics, materials, energy efficiency mechanisms, and behaviour of a variety of plant species,
to take inspiration from them for the design of multi- functional and adaptable technologies, and for
the development of a new class of low-mass, low-volume robots unique in their movement and
growth abilities.
The workshop brought together a cross-disciplinary panel of scientists and engineers, including
experts in material science, soft robotics, plant biology, and architecture to present new scientific
discoveries on plants relevant to continuum, soft, adaptable, and growing robots.
Two sessions of “plants and artificial relatives showcase” were organised during the coffee breaks,
with an exhibition of the latest technologies on the topic.
Trends, frontiers and potential applications for a variety of high-tech sectors were also discussed,
including future urban and architectural innovation, clean-energy forms and sustainable robotics
ecosystems.

2.3 List of the invited speakers
Fundamentals of plant biology for new technologies and robotics





Petra Gruber (University of Akrion)
Yasmine Meroz (Meroz Lab, Tel Aviv University)
Nicholas Rowe (Botany and Modelling of Plant Architecture and Vegetation, CNRS)
Thomas Speck (Plant Biomechanics Group, University of Freiburg)

Plant-inspired technologies and robotic systems









Yasmin Ansari (The BioRobotics Institute, Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna)
Marwa ElDiwiny (Robotics and Mechatronics, University of Twente)
Mirko Kovac (Aerial Robotics Lab, Imperial College London)
Virgilio Mattoli (Center for Micro-BioRobotics, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia)
Barbara Mazzolai (Center for Micro-BioRobotics, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia)
Thrishanta Nanayakkara (Morph Lab, Imperial College London)
Robert Shepherd (Dept. Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Cornell University)
Ian D. Walker (Dep. of Electrical and Computer Eng., Clemson University)

Five of the speakers (i.e., Yasmine Meroz, Nicholas Rowe, Thomas Speck, Yasmin Ansari, and Barbara
Mazzolai) are members of the GrowBot consortium.
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2.4 Some pictures of the events

Figure 1: The organizers of the workshop: Barbara Mazzolai and Ian Walker.

Figure 2: Thomas Speck, invited speaker of the RSS workshop and Principal Investigator in GrowBot for AlbertLudwigs-Universität Freiburg (ALU-FR).
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Figure 3: Nicholas Rowe, invited speaker of the RSS workshop and Principal Investigator in GrowBot for Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS).

2.5 Spin-off activity
As a result of the workshop success, Barbara Mazzolai, Ian Walker, and Thomas Speck launched a
special issue on Frontiers in Robotics and AI journal for gathering the contributions presented at the
2019
Robotics
Science
and
Systems
(RSS)
workshop
“Generation
GrowBots”
(https://www.frontiersin.org/research-topics/10767/generation-growbots-materials-mechanismsand-biomimetic-design-for-growing-robots#overview).
The Research Topic “Generation GrowBots” aims to collect the most recent research advancements
related to plant-inspired technologies and self-morphing, soft/continuum, growing robots, including:
• Plant materials and mechanisms as models for robotics and building construction
• Plant biomechanics and structural architecture
• Climbing plants behaviour
• Moving-by-growing paradigm for robotics
• Novel methodologies for analysis and study in natural environments
• Plant-inspired continuum robots
• Morphological computation, perception and interaction
• Bio-inspired robotic construction
• Living architecture design
The submission deadline is expected to March 2020.
To date (December 2019), 12 authors have confirmed their contributions to the special issue.
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3 Workshops for young people and kids
In the first year of the project, the Italian Institute of Technology organized two workshops for young
people and kids in the occasion of the Festival della Scienza (Science Festival) in Genova (24th October
– 4th November 2019, http://festival2019.festivalscienza.it/site/home.html).
Festival della Scienza in Genova is a yearly international event that represents a great opportunity for
schools and families to meet science and researchers.
The Center for Micro-BioRobotics of the Italian Institute of Technology (CMBR-IIT) organized two
workshops in order to introduce the GrowBot project to kids and young people.
Both
the
two
workshops
were
(https://www.acquariodigenova.it/en/).

hosted

at

the

Aquarium

of

Genoa

3.1 “Biomimetics: Let’s inspired by Nature” workshop
The workshop was organized in collaboration with the Aquarium of Genoa and aimed at introducing
Biomimetics
to
kids
and
young
people
of
8-18
years
old
(http://festival2019.festivalscienza.it/site/home/programma-2019/biomimetica-ispirati-dallanatura.html). In the workshop, the researchers presented innovative technological solutions inspired
by natural systems.
The researchers of CMBR-IIT took this occasion to present the GrowBot project to young generations.
The event was organized for the entire festival duration (14 days) and participants were mainly
school students and families.
In the following, some pictures of the event (Figures 4-7).

Figure 4: Workshop setting up.
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Figure 5: A detail of the GrowBot project roll-up.

Figure 6: A picture of young people attending the workshop.

Figure 7: A detail of the GrowBot project brochure.
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3.2 “Look at that plant!” workshop
The workshop was organized in collaboration with Clementoni S.p.A. (company that produces and
sells educational toys, https://www.clementoni.com/en/) and aimed at spreading notions related to
biology
and
robotics
to
6-13
year-old
kids
(http://festival2019.festivalscienza.it/site/home/programma-2019/guarda-che-pianta.html;
https://www.growbot.eu/project/events/2-uncategorised/30-event-guarda-che-pianta).
Biology and Robotics are the two pillars of the GrowBot project and CMBR-IIT researchers exploited
ludic activities to introduce it to the kids.
The workshops consisted of two main activities:



a team quiz with questions related to plant biology and robotics;
a coding challenge where kids had to programme simple robots (provided by Clementoni) for
writing the GrowBot project name.

The event was organized for the entire festival duration (14 days) and participants were mainly
school students and families.
The workshop was sold out during all the festival dates.
In the following, some pictures of the event (Figures 8-11).

Figure 8: Kids involved in the coding challenge.
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Figure 9: Kids involved in the coding challenge.

Figure 10: Robot performing the instruction (code) programmed by kids.

Figure 11: Coding challenge result.
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